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Background: Children show various degrees of vulnerability regarding HIV infection and

disease progression. This disparity presents challenges for the follow-up of infected children.

Here we investigated reasons behind this variability focusing on some host-related HIV genes.

Methods: We screened 570 Cameroonian children and adolescents, aged 1 to 19 years old.

Among them, 137 were followed over 4 years, from 2010 to 2015. Upon signing a proxy

consent, children and adolescents were classified according to their age, CD4 count, viral

load and clinical symptoms as long-term non-progressors (LTNP), slow progressors (SP) and

rapid progressors (RP). Their blood was collected every 6 months and used for biological

and host genetic polymorphism analyses. Five genes were genotyped: Trim5α (R136Q),

CCR5 promoter 59029G, CCR2-64I, SDF 3ʹA and CCR5-Δ32. Exposed non-infected

(HEU) and unexposed HIV negative children (HNEU) were recruited as control groups.

Results: Among the 5 genes studied, the protective allele of Trim5α (R136Q) was present in

all LTNP and in 72.34% and 2.56% of SP and RP, respectively (p<0.0001). The CCR5

promoter 59029G/G was also more present in LTNP and SP than in RP (p=0.02; p=0.04).

The protective CCR2-64I homozygous genotype was almost absent in all groups, only the

heterozygous genotype was present with a significant difference between RP vs SP

(p=0.0001), and SP vs LTNP (p=0.0002). The CCR2-Δ32 was completely absent either as

homozygous or heterozygous genotype. It was a monomorphic allele. SDF 3ʹA was almost

present as homozygous wild-type genotype in our study population and was associated

neither to disease acquisition nor to disease progression.

Conclusion: Among the 5 genes described in the study, Trim 5α (R136Q), CCR5 promoter

59029G and CCR2V64I alleles were associated to the progression of HIV infection in

children and adolescents.
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Introduction
Globally, it is known that the pathogenesis of HIV-1 infection presents some variability

in the clinical outcome of people exposed to and infected with HIV virus, due to

multiple factors. One of these factors is the variability in the host genetic constitution.

Disease progression follows the same trends in children as in adults and two extreme

cases have been for longtime characterized. Those who succumb within 2 years after

the infection are called the rapid progressors (RP), others who survive for several years

after the infection without treatment are long-term non-progressors (LTNP); they show

minimal or no progression of disease with relatively normal CD4 count and low viral
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loads for longer than 8 years.1 They are also called elite

controllers. Beside them there is also a group of slow pro-

gressors, call chronic or normal progressors. Since some

years now, a new group of those exposed and non-infected

is growing all around the world and deserves attention. HIV

disease pathogenicity varies according to viral biological

properties, host immune and host genetic responses.1,2

Several immunoregulatory genes termed AIDS restriction

genes (ARGs), impact the entry of the virus into the host

cell.2 Mutations present in the receptors or their ligands have

been associated with the HIV infection.3 In the context of

HIV-1 infection, restriction factors may help host cells in

controlling viral replication.4 The tripartite interaction motif

5α (Trim5α) has been identified as part of the intrinsic

immunity that protects human and non-human primates

against retroviral infection.5,6 In human, it has been observed

that Trim 5 alpha escape variants develop late infection in a

proportion of HIV-1 infected individuals.7 It is known that

the presence of mutations in C-C chemokine receptors

CCR2, CCR5, and CXCR4 ligands SDF1 (stromal cell-

derived factor 1) are associated with protection against

HIV-1 infection and restriction to AIDS progression.8

CCR2 is an important entry co-receptor for HIV-1 infecting

CD4+ host cells.9 There are a number of controversies over

SDF1 genotypes and its association to HIV-1 infection,10

with the SDF1-3ʹA polymorphism, consisting of a G to A

mutation at position 801.11 Genetic polymorphism of CCR5

wild type and CCR5-Δ32 is one of the best documented

studies showing how genetic polymorphism can regulate

the prevalence of disease in a population.12 Thus, individuals

in various populations harboring CCR2V64I, CCR5-Δ32 and

CCR5 promoter mutations are less susceptible to HIV-1

infection and progress much slowly to AIDS.

Our study aimed at identifying the distribution of five

commonly reported ARGs, Trim 5α, CCR264I, CCR5-Δ32,

CCR5 promoter and SDF1 3ʹA mutations and correlate

them with HIV/AIDS disease progression in a cohort of

HIV-1 vertically infected children.

Materials And Methods
Patients
From a total of 570 Cameroonian children and adolescents

screened, 91 HIV positive participants aged from 1 to 15

years old, fulfilling inclusion criteria (perinatally infected),

were enrolled and further analyzed. At the time of their

enrollment, biological data, CD4+ Tcells count, viral load

and clinical symptoms served as the set point for their

classification as RP, SP and LTNP groups. Thirty-one HIV

exposed uninfected (HEU) and 46 HIV non-exposed unin-

fected (HNEU) children were recruited as control groups.

After assuring anonymity, written informed consent from

parents and guardians was obtained for biological and clinical

testing as well as for genetic polymorphisms' analyses. The

time of onset of HIV infection was considered as the date of

their birth, and the length of infection was their age. For

children older than 18 months, HIV status was tested by the

detection of HIV-1 antibodies using Determine HIV 1/2 test

(Alere, 357Matsuhidai, Matsuda-shi, Chiba, 270–2214 Japan)

and confirmed using the Genie III HIV-1/HIV-2 test (Biorad 3,

Bd Raymond Poincaré, 92,430 Marnes La Coquette, France).

For children less than 18 months, Dried Blood Spot (DBS)

samples were tested for the presence of HIV proviral DNA

using Roche Amplicor HIV DNA version 1.5. The medical

records of each child were examined for any retrospective

clinical signs or opportunistic infections such as skin rash,

zona, oral candidosis, chronic diarrhea, heavy cough, bronch-

opneumonia and pulmonary tuberculosis. These criteria added

to their age at enrollment, and their CD4+ T cell counts and

viral load were used to classify each of them in a specific

group, either as RP, SP or LTNP. The inclusion criteria for

LTNPwere defined as asymptomatic over 10 years after infec-

tion/diagnosis, plasma HIV RNA levels below 2000 copies/

mL for viremic controllers (VC) without any antiretroviral

therapy (ART).13 Slow progressors (SP) were defined as chil-

dren who were ART naives or initiated ART within 10 years

after infection/diagnosis, with knownHIV-1 infection formore

than 5 years, viral load above 2000 copies/mL. Rapid progres-

sors (RP) were defined as children with CD4 cell count <350

cells/mm3, on ARTor not, or who died within 2 years.

DNA Extraction And Polymerase Chain

Reaction
The Buffy coat and DBS were used as a source of genomic

DNA, that was extracted using QiaAmp DNA mini kit

(Qiagen S.A. 3 Avenue du Canada, LP 809, 91,974

Courtaboeuf Cedex, France), according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions. DNA concentration was measured by

a nanodrop spectrophotometer.

The CCR5-Δ32, CCR5 promoter, CCR2-64I, SDF1-3ʹ

A and Trim 5α genetic variants in participants were deter-

mined by PCR followed by RFLP detection using the

specific primers and restriction endonucleases as described

previously.14–16 Nevertheless, this original protocol was

optimized during our study.
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The amplification of CCR5-Δ32 was done as follows: 1

cycle for 30 s at 94°C, followed by 40 cycles of 30 s, 30 s,

and 1 min at 94°c, 50°c, and 72°c, respectively, followed

by a final extension of 10 mins at 72°c.

CCR5-promoter gene amplification was done as fol-

lows: 3 mins at 94°c, followed by 40 cycles of 30 s,

30 s, and 45 s at 94°c, 60°c, and 72°c, respectively, and

a final extension of 10 mins at 72°C.

CCR2 gene was amplified in one cycle of 30 s at 94°C,

followed by 40 cycles of 30 s, 30 s, and 30 s at 95°C,

63°C, and 72°C, respectively, and a final extension of

10 mins at 72°C.

To detect SDF-1 gene, the amplification started with a

denaturation step of one cycle of 3 mins at 94°C, followed by

40 cycles of 30 s, 30 s, and 30 s at 94°C, 58°C, and 72°C,

respectively, and a final extension of 10 mins at 72°C.

The amplification of Trim 5α gene fragment was done

using the following conditions: one cycle of 3 mins at

94°C, followed by 40 cycles of 30 s, 30 s and 1 mins at

94°C, 50°C and 72°C, respectively, and a final extension

of 10 mins at 72°C.

The amplified fragments were run in agarose gel with

variable percentage depending on the fragment size, pre-

viously stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized

under ultraviolet light.

The above-mentioned gene fragments size and their

specific primers,16–18 are presented in Table 1.

Genotypic Analyses
Genotyping was carried out with the use of restriction

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) method except

for the CCR5-Δ32 deletion based on the respective restric-

tion enzyme sites in the 4 amplified (PCRs) products of

CCR5 promoter, Trim 5α, CCR2 and SDF1 as described

previously,16–18 (Table 2). The restriction enzymes used in

this work were purchased from Thermo Fischer and used

according to manufacturer instructions.

Determination Of CD4 Counts
CD4+ T cells were quantified using a FACS Calibur flow

cytometer [Becton Dickinson Immuno-cytometry System

(BDIS), San Jose, CA, USA].

Table 1 Primers Used And Expected Fragments Size Of Studied Genes

Gene Primers Sequence (5ʹ-3ʹ) Size Of The Amplicon (bpa) Reference

CCR5-Δ32 CTTCATCATCCTCCTGACAATCG

GACCAGCCCCAAGTTGACTATC

262 (wt)

230 (mut)

16

CCR2-64I GGATTGAACAAGGACGCATTTCCCC

TTGCACATTGCATTCCCAAAGACCC

380 17

SDF1-3ʹA CAGTCAACCTGGGCAAAGCC

AGCTTTGGTCCTGAGAGTCC

302 16

CCR5 prombA/G TGGGGTGGGATAGGGGATACTGTATT

GAAGGCGAAAAGAATCAG

498 16

TRIM5α-R136Q ATGGCTTCTGGAATCCTGGTTAATG

CCCGGGTCTCAGGTCTATCATG

526 18

Notes: abase pair; bpromoter.

Abbreviations: wt, wild type; mut, mutant.

Table 2 Enzyme Used And Expected Fragments Size After Digestion

Gene Enzyme Used For the RFLP Expected Fragments Size (bpa) Reference

Wild type Heterozygote Homozygote mutant

CCR2-64I Fok I 380 380, 215, 165 215, 165 17

SDF1-3ʹA Msp I 302 302, 202, 100 202, 100 16

CCR5 promb

A/G

Bsp1286I 498 498, 435, 45 435, 45 16

TRIM5α-R136Q Ava I 526 526, 405, 121 405, 121 18

Notes: aBase pair; bPromoter.
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Determination Of HIV Viral Load
The HIV-1 viral load was determined from plasma by Abbott

Real-Time HIV-1 assay (Abbott Molecular Diagnostics,

Wiesbaden, Germany)19 with a detection limit of 40 copies/

mL (1.6 log).

Statistical Analyses
The analyses were performed with the GraphPad Prism 6.0

software using nonparametric tests in all cases. Mann

Whitney U-test was used to calculate p values and

p <0.05 was considered statistically significant. When

indicated, the data were reported as mean and confidence

interval, or median and interquartile range (IQR). The

allelic frequencies were calculated as (h + 2H)/2N, where

H was the number of homozygous mutation genotypes, h

was the number of heterozygous mutation genotypes and

N was the total number of samples. The allele frequency

was further analyzed by Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium

(HWE). All alleles achieve HWE. The differences in the

allele frequency of each genetic variant between and

within the distinct group of HIV-1 seronegative and HIV-

1 seropositive groups were determined by Chi-square or

Fisher exact test when indicated.

Ethical Considerations
The National Ethics Committee reviewed the proposal

for ethical consideration and approval was given under

N°103/CNE/SE/2012. Proxy consent form was signed

by parent before enrolment. As well, this study was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki.

Results
During enrollment, 570 children were screened. Included

in the study was a total of 168 children and adolescents

classified as follows: 31 HEU, 46 HNEU, 39 RP, 47 SP

and 5 LTNP.

These children and adolescents were followed up for 4

years. Among the 137 HIV perinatally acquired children,

40 (29.2%) were not yet on treatment, 97 (70.80%) were

already taking drugs. After 4 years, 91 of these children

were classified according to disease progression. Some, 46

(33.6%) HIV positive children were excluded as could not

be classified in any of the groups. From the following, 5

LTNP were identified corresponding to 3.6% of the overall

classified children and adolescents aged 11 to 15 years.

The percentages of SP aged 7 to 15 years and RP aged 1 to

2 years, were, respectively, 28.46% and 34.30%. The

Socio-demographic, immunologic and virologic character-

istics of the study population are indicated in Table 3.

Most of the children, 87.17% (35 out of 39), of the RP

group were from the early infant diagnosis (EID) program,

a PMTCT evaluation program of the Ministry of Public

Health of Cameroon, and were for most of the time unfor-

tunately already on stage C of CDC classification, char-

acterized by severe clinical symptoms such as chronic

diarrhea, heavy cough, oral candidiasis, skin rash, zona,

bronchopneumonia, pulmonary tuberculosis. In the worst

case, some were dead.

Genetic Variant Distribution Of The 5

Genes In The Study Population
In the overall population, the double mutation of Trim5 α
was frequent (42.26%). The double mutation G/G of

CCR5 promoter was less frequent at 20.83%, with

52.38% for heterozygous genotype. SDF3ʹA double muta-

tion was absent, and the heterozygous genotype was pre-

sent at 5.35%. Most of the participants (94.64%) were

homozygous wild type for SDF 3ʹA. CCR5 delta 32 muta-

tion was completely absent in the study population. These

data are presented in Table 4.

Distribution Of Genetic Variants In

Infected Compared To Non-Infected

Exposed Participants: Implication In

Disease Acquisition
The distribution of various alleles and the frequencies of

genotypes were compared between HIV infected partici-

pants and HIV exposed non-infected participants. A sig-

nificant difference was observed between the two groups

for Trim 5α R136Q, and CCR5 promoter 59,029 A/G.

These alleles may be associated with HIV acquisition.

CCR2V64I and SDF 3ʹA may not be associated with HIV

infection. These data are summarized in Table 5.

Distribution Of Genetic Variants

According To Disease Progression
Allele’s distribution in the HIV-1 infected group according

to disease progression is presented in Table 6.

For Trim 5α, the Q 136 polymorphism was observed

with a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.06, 0.86 and 1 in

RP, SP and LTNP groups, respectively. Among the 39

patients belonging to the RP group, 89.74% were
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Table 4 Distribution Of TRIM 5α, CCR5Δ32, CCR5 Promoter

59,029 A/G, CCR2-64I And SDF 3ʹA In The Study Population

Gene Variants Genotypes n Frequency (%) (N=168)

Trim 5α R136/R136 47 27.97

R136/Q136 50 29.76

Q136/Q136 71 42.26

CCR5 Δ32 Wt/wt 168 100

Wt/Δ32 0 0

Δ32/Δ32 0 0

CCR5p-59029G A/A 45 26.78

A/G 88 52.38

G/G 35 20.83

CCR2 V64I 64V/64V 109 64.88

64V/64I 56 33.33

64I/64I 3 1.78

SDF 3ʹA 3ʹG/3ʹG 159 94.64

3ʹG/3ʹA 9 5.35

3ʹA/3ʹA 0 0

Abbreviations: Wt, wild type; n, number of individual with allele; N, total number

of the study population.

Table 5 Prevalence Of Genotype Frequencies In HIV-1 Infected

And Exposed Uninfected Children And Adolescents

Gene Variants HIV+

(N=91)

HEU

(N=31)

p Value

Trim 5α R136Q n

(%)

R136/

R136

35(38.46) 0 (0) 0.32

R136/

Q136

16(17.58) 8 (25.80) 0.003

Q136/

Q136

40 (43.95) 23 (74.19)

CCR5 Δ32 n (%) Wt/wt 91(100) 31 (100)

Wt/Δ32 0(0) 0 (0)

Δ32/Δ32 0(0) 0 (0)

CCR5p-A59029Gn

(%)

A/A 14 (15.38) 21 (67.74) < 0.0001

A/G 52 (57.14) 10 (13.51) < 0.0001

G/G 25(27.47) 0 (0)

CCR2 V64I n (%) 64V/64V 59 (64.83) 22 (70.96) 0.53

64V/64I 31 (34.06) 7 (22.58) 0.23

64I/64I 1 (1.09) 2 (6.45) 0.09

SDF 3ʹA n (%) 3ʹG/3ʹG 86 (94.50) 29 (93.54) 0.84

3ʹG/3ʹA 5 (5.49) 2 (6.45) 0.84

3ʹA/3ʹA 0 (0) 0 (0)

Notes: Major alleles for Trim 5, CCR5, CCR5 promoter, CCR2 and SDF1 are wild

type (wt). Minor alleles for Trim 5, CCR5, CCR2 and SDF1 are “Q” (R→Q), “Δ32”
(CCR5-Δ32), “59029G’’ (A→G), “I” (V → I) and “A” (SDF1-3′A), respectively.
Trim5α R136Q and CCR5p-59029G may be associated with HIV infection.

Meanwhile, CCR2V64I and SDF 3ʹA may not be associated to HIV infection.
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homozygous wild type. No homozygous wild type was

identified among SP and LTNP groups. The heterozygous

(R136/Q136) genotype was observed in 7.69% of RP and

27.65% of SP with a significant difference (p=0.01)

between the two groups. Notably, all LTNP were homo-

zygous for the protective allele (Q136/Q136). The homo-

zygous form of this protective allele was observed at

2.56% and 72.34%, respectively, in RP and SP. A signifi-

cant difference (p<0.0001) was observed between RP and

the two other groups (SP and LTNP).

The homozygous protective genotype (G/G) of CCR5

promoter 59029G was present in 15.38%, 34.04% and

60%, respectively, in RP, SP and LTNP groups. A signifi-

cant difference was observed between RP and SP (p=0.04)

and between RP and LTNP (p=0.02). The heterozygous

genotype (A/G) was identified in 66.66%, 51.06% and

40% of RP, SP and LTNP groups, respectively.

The heterozygous genotype CCR2V64I was found in

10.25%, 48.93% and 80% in RP, SP and LTNP groups,

respectively, with a significant difference between RP and

SP (p=0.0001) and SP and LTNP (p=0.0002) groups.

Overall, only one patient of the SP group was identified

with the homozygous genotype of the protective allele

(64I/64I).

The SDF3ʹA homozygous protective allele (3ʹA/3ʹA)

was completely absent in our study group. The

homozygous wild type form (3ʹG/3ʹG) was more repre-

sented in all the three groups at 94.87%, 93.61% and

100% of RP, SP and LTNP, respectively.

The overall analysis of genotype data did not show any

deviation from the Hardy–Weinberg expected frequency,

the χ2 tests showed that all genes' loci in HIV infected or

uninfected are in equilibrium (P>0.05). The observed gen-

otype frequencies had no significant difference from the

frequencies expected in each group, indicating that the five

alleles are effectively in genetic equilibrium as shown in

Table 6.

Discussion
At the time of the study, 29.2% of the study population

was not yet on treatment, which was in the era of selective

treatment depending on the CD4+T lymphocytes count.

Nevertheless, it has been shown that some children were

able to remain asymptomatic for many years without tak-

ing ART.20–24 The percentage of 3.6% of LTNP obtained

in our study confirmed the preliminary existing data of the

presence of controllers in Cameroonian pediatric HIV

infected population.21 This rate of LTNP is not far from

the 3% observed from LTNP children of Spain. This was

however less than the 9% attributed to an Italy pediatric12

and Ugandan25 study on LTNP, having in mind difficulty

to have a consensus definition of LTNP all over the

Table 6 Prevalence Of Genotype Frequencies In HIV-1 Infected Children And Adolescents According To Disease Progression

Gene Variants Genotypes Rapid Progressors

(N=39)

Slow Progressors

(N=47)

Long-Term Non-

Progressors (N=5)

p Value

Trim 5α R136Q

n (%)

R136/R136 35 (89.74) 0 (0) 0 (0)

R136/Q136 3 (7.69) 13 (27.65) 0 (0) = 0.01a

Q136/Q136 1 (2.56) 34 (72.34) 5 (100) < 0.0001a,b;0.20c

CCR5 Δ32 n (%) Wt/wt 39 (100) 47 (100) 5 (100)

Wt/Δ32 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Δ32/Δ32 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

CCR5p-59029G

n (%)

A/A 7 (17.94) 7 (14.89) 0 (0) = 0.70a

A/G 26 (66.66) 24 (51.06) 2 (40) = 0.14a;0.24b; 0.64c

G/G 6 (15.38) 16 (34.04) 3 (60)- = 0.04a;0.02b;0.25c

CCR2 V64I n

(%)

64V/64V 35 (89.74) 23 (48.93) 1 (20) = 0.0001a; 0.002b; 0.22c

64V/64I 4 (10.25) 23 (48.93) 4 (80) = 0.0001a; 0.0002b; 0.19c

64I/64I 0 (0)- 1 (2.12) 0 (0)-

SDF 3ʹA n (%) 3ʹG/3ʹG 37 (94.87) 44 (93.61) 5 (100) =0.80a;0.60b;0.56c

3ʹG/3ʹA 2 (4.54) 3 (6.38) 0 (0) =0.71a

3ʹA/3ʹA 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Abbreviations: Major alleles for Trim 5, CCR5, CCR5 promoter, CCR2 and SDF1 are wild type (wt). Minor alleles for Trim 5, CCR5, CCR2 and SDF1 are “Q” (R→Q), “Δ32”
(CCR5-Δ32), “59029G’’ (A→G), “I” (V → I) and “A” (SDF1-3′A), respectively. aComparison between RP and SP; bComparison between RP and LTNP, cComparison between

SP and LTNP. Trim 5 α R136Q, CCR5p-59029G and CCR2V64I may be associated to HIV disease progression.
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world.14,26–28 The classification of participants as SP, RP

or LTNP has been published.21 In addition, among the

LTNP adolescents, 4 were girls (80%) and 1 was a boy

(20%). These results confirm the highest percentage of

controllers among female infant as shown in the previous

studies.20,29–36

Regarding host gene polymorphism, a significant dif-

ference was found in the distribution of 136Q allele of

Trim 5α gene in the 3 groups of children ranging from RP,

SP and LTNPs. This shift from arginine to glutamine at

codon 136 of Trim 5 has also been observed in a study

done on a different population in Kenya where this muta-

tion conferred protection against HIV-1 in adult sex work-

ers' cohort.37 In African-American individuals, the residue

136Q was also associated with protection against HIV-1

infection.38 This allele is involved in HIV infection as well

as in HIV disease progression. It restricts non-infected

cells from infection.

The protective allele of CCR5 promoter (as homozy-

gous) distribution also varied from RP to SP and from RP

to LTNP in our study. This allele may thus be associated

with HIV-1 disease progression in Cameroonian children.

Looking at the distribution of CCR2 64I, a significant

difference was noted in the overall population of HIV

negative and positive children. According to disease pro-

gression, the same result was obtained in RP and SP

groups and between RP and LTNP.

The frequency of the SDF1 variant (SDF1-3ʹA) has

been shown to vary from 2% to 3% in our study popula-

tion, no homozygous form of the protective allele was

seen. There was no difference in the distribution of this

allele neither in HIV infection nor in HIV disease progres-

sion. The percentages obtained in our study did not differ

from that of the South Africans population (1% to 2%) but

differ somehow from the 6% of African Americans,39,40

confirming the very low frequency of this protective allele

in our study population.

As no case of protective CCR5-Δ32 allele was observed

in our study population, this strongly sustains earlier find-

ings that the CCR5Δ32 mutation is rare in Africans.41,42

Trim5α R136Q and CCR5p-59029G may be associated

with HIV infection. Meanwhile, CCR2V64I and SDF 3ʹA

may not be associated to HIV infection. Trim 5 α R136Q,

CCR5p-59029G and CCR2V64I may be associated to HIV

disease progression.

CCR5 is the main co-receptor for HIV transmission

and thus play an important role in HIV acquisition and

pathogenesis. Alleles, affecting the primary structure of

CCR5 promoter may lead to nonfunctional receptors or

otherwise influence AIDS progression. On the other hand,

Trim5 is a host restriction factors belonging to the innate

immune system that inhibits the replication of HIV-1 virus.

Mutations occurring in this gene may affect HIV infectiv-

ity and thus HIV progression.

CCR2 is also a co-receptor of HIV virus. Reports on

the role of CCR2 and HIV have been controversial. But in

the present study, our data showed that CCR2 alleles are

involved in disease progression, but not disease acquisi-

tion. In vitro CCR2 is rarely used as a co-receptor. This

attest population-specific effects of chemokine receptor

and ligand genes.43–45

Conclusion
Despite the limitation of our study, consisting in a small

sample size of LTNP, we observed that the protective allele

of Trim 5α was most frequent and more present in LTNP

and SP and less in RP, followed by CCR5 promoter and

CCR2. These 3 genes may be involved in controlling dis-

ease progression among Cameroonians. Trim5 α and CCR5

promoter may be involved in disease acquisition. Clinically,

it may be interesting identifying children with susceptible

genotypes in order to tailor their management. We prospect

analyses with GWAS in order to identify other genes which

can be associated to disease progression.
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